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The power of the subconscious mind can be used by anyone to change the state of their lives. Like the DNA of an organism, your subconscious mind cannot be
changed to serve your will; that takes conscious effort. But you can unleash your will to serve your subconscious mind. And anyone can do it! We cant force our

conscious minds to accept new thoughts. But the subconscious mind can be trained. And its powerful enough to carry out our wishes. To begin the task of
reprogramming, first understand the workings of your subconscious mind. The training of the subconscious mind involves the use of various processes. We use the
two main processes of auto-suggestion and organized, planned action. And then we pay attention to the subconscious messages that your ego is sending out! But

there is more to desire than just wanting things. Desire is an energy. An energy of desire, of will, of faith, of belief and these energies are the ingredients that make
up a recipe for your subconscious mind to begin its task of reprogramming. In a sense, your conscious mind acts like the magician who waves his wand and then
the magic begins to happen. Your subconscious mind acts like the magician and the wand wielder. The starting point for any reprogramming program is desire.

Desire is the fuel that feeds your subconscious mind. Once you find out what it is you really want out of life, the rest is easy. Like a newborn baby, your
subconscious mind will accept and embrace whatever you feed it. And if you keep feeding it with desire every day, the fuel will keep coming. So to make the

process work, they may have to put down the car manual and pull out the business plan manual. Instead of just knowing what needs to be done, theyll have to
make their subconscious mind come up with a plan of action. Then theyll have to put the new information into action every day and watch the magic happen!
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Ed Diener: Just saying that the subconscious mind is part of you, part of the 100 percent that is not
aware, part of the most powerful part of you, is the most powerful tool any of us has. I dont believe that
they even know who Joseph Murphy was! (laughs) So we all have a long way to go to find out who he is.
Cathy Collautt: Well thank you. Robert! For one month free, check out the Power of Your Subconscious

Mind by Dr. Cathy Collautt. Listen on iTunes, Stitcher, or download on-demand with on our Health Music
platform. In a sense, you are more powerful than you think, since you can be aware that this awareness
only takes place in your subconscious mind. But by understanding this about yourself, you can control

the programming that arises there. Quirin Schiermeier: The idea of reprogramming your subconscious is
really powerful. It helps us to feel like we can do anything. It makes us feel like we can do whatever we
want with our life. But what's up to us is to be aware of how we program our subconscious and use that
to generate the new ideas that will then put us out of the comfort zone in new ways. Reprogramming
your subconscious means bringing awareness to all the limiting beliefs that you have. These limiting

beliefs make us believe that we don't have the power to change the way we feel. And even if we do have
the power to change the way we feel, we don't have the power to change the way we behave. Dr. Roger
Gould: Of course, I use it a lot. I cant live without it. To tell you the truth, my whole life has been through

meditations. I have to meditate almost every day, and I really like the Joseph Murphy. Its one of the
easiest things to do, and it works for everyone. The other thing I use, the longer version, is the

Workbook. I think it is the most incredible tool in the history of the world. I use that one too. The thing I
really like about Joe Murphys is that he told you how to do it, and he told you why you were doing it. So
he allowed you to understand what was going on. And the workbook, I think it has changed my life. Its

the most incredible workbook that I've ever seen. But he also tells you how to do it, and he tells you how
to change your thought process. I think Im going to order more books from him because its changed my

life. Honestly, it has changed my life more than it ever has in my entire life. 5ec8ef588b
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